The Objective of the Research
Most of academic studies of Tai 
Outline of Kaloeng

2-1 Tai and Thai
During the first millennium A.D., before the emergence of formal states governed by Tai-speaking leaders, the people lived in scattered villages, which finally gathered to be a group, so called 'Muang', or principalities. 
The Formation of Ban-Nongnouwn Village
At present, among existing villages, Ban-Nongnouwn is an outstanding example as a traditional Kaloeng settlement that still preserves its original features while others were losing them 9 .
The community of Ban-Nongnouwn consists of three social groups; the original one (Ban-Nongnouwn) migrated from Muang Pinn 10 in Savannaket and the other two extended groups derived from the original group (Fig. 4) .
One family is thought to possess enough land to house at least two to three generations in the beginning. However, in case where they are no more space for extended families, the later generations had to build their Near the main building is a small free standing timber building called 'Yoong' used for rice storage. Main structure is made of timber and the� wall is made of latticed bamboo covered with clay. While the kitchen should be placed in the west or the south, rice storage can be placed in any place except the west. The ground level of rice storage must higher than the kitchen's, because it is the sacred place that is used for stocking rice. It should not be contaminated by waste water from kitchen. In addition, other buildings close to the main building are the toilet 14 and Kok, stable for cattle.
Typology of Houses
As mentioned above, 33 households are selected for more detailed study (Fig.6 ).
4-1 Standard type of Dwellings
Based on the data we received from the residents and our observation, the basic elements of these dwelling units can be outlined as follows.
In terms of spatial formation, orientation play a major role in� determining how the dwelling units and compounds are formed (Fig. 10) . In BanNongnouwn, the man is believed to be the leader of the family and woman is thought cleaning dishes or foods). It is believed as a polluted area so it should be placed on the west side of the house and at the level lower than that used by man. More over, the west is believes to be the place for the dead, so the head should not be pointing to the west when people sleep. The house plan is considered to reflect a hierarchy deeply rooted in society.
Principally, the structure system of the house is the traditional post and beam system by interlocking joints. Roof structure using truss is considered to be a pre-fabricated system. After adaptation of processed-timber materials, the construction technique was changed so that even local carpenters could handle. This also enables the owner to apply and create more flexible plan.
The foundation and house structure could be separated, due to the development of techniques for materials connections.
At the initial stage, the residents may construct a Huen Noi (Fig.12 ) a temporary structure, and live in it for 2-3 years. It can be said that Huen Noi is the minimal archetype of the house. It has been considered as the original house. It is the basic house for the new couple to live in. A house normally has two rooms (one is the bed room and the other is the kitchen). This is the minimum space to live in. After inhabitants get married and earn adequate money, the owner might build a permanent house that has more space.
Once the permanent house is built, the Huen Noi is converted to be a kitchen. c. Tai-toon or space under the raised floor is used as a living area, work space, preparing space for ceremonies, play ground and agricultural products.
4-2 Organization of Dwelling Units
All the houses look similar and it seems difficult to categorize them at a glance. The roof looks almost the same and space arrangement also resembles each other. However, it is easy to find two main house types. One Huen Samai-mai (Fig. 6 ).
Residential space is basically composed of living space and service or utility space (cooking and storing). The house plan is arranged based on the relationship between Tua-huen and Kua. They can be classified into the following four types (Fig. 13) . and 26).
4-3 Roof Shape
Gable roof is the common roof form of houses, but there are several variations (Fig.14, and 15 ).
Kaloeng traditional houses are made of local materials which people can easily obtain in the region. They use natural materials for roofing; grass 
4-4 Spatial Formation
Spaces are created by using partitions in the main building such as A, B, C, and D in plan (Fig. 16) The concrete house following the industrial house has spread widely in Northeastern Thailand for 30 years.
Transformation of Kaloeng House
We classify four types of houses (i, ii, iii, iv) as Fig. 13 shows. We can guess the transformation process based on the analysis of the correlations among these four types.
House is not built as a completed house at once in the beginning. It is formed gradually according the changing needs of the dwellers. In the first stage, inhabitants build Huen Noi and live in it for a few years. They later add additional spaces according to the needs of the inhabitants step by step.
Once a permanent house is built, they convert Huen Noi to a kitchen. Thus, two buildings become the principal elements. Type i is this basic type. In the next stage, inhabitants add Shan as a linkage to the upper floor (type ii).
This organization is very common. And then, the terrace is covered by a roof and walls (type iii). Type iv is different from these types above.
While the house organization transforms from i -iii & iv, roof shape also changed from a to b, c, d, and e, case by case. Type a uses thatch and pieces of wood as roof material. As it needs funds to maintain, the materials were changed from natural ones to iron sheets. The roof shape tends to change from type a to type c with a slight change in roof slopes. It is obvious that the house shape is being transformed. 2) A Kaloeng house basically consists of the main house and the kitchen unit. It has several variations.
3) Organization of dwelling units is classified into four types. The basic arrangement is composed with a house and a kitchen that are both detached buildings (type i). This is extended or converted to the other three types.
They are houses with terrace added between those two minimal functions (type ii), the house with a terrace converted from being semi-exterior to be interior space by adding wall and roof (type iii), and the unification of main house and kitchen unit is the last one (type iv). Beyond the space organization in planning, roof shape has also given great impact to the overall appearance of the village. The significance of this paper is to reveal this dynamics of formation and transformation of Kaloeng houses.
Endnote:
1 Until now, there are many assumptions about origin of Tai people. The Tai in south East Asia is believed that their primary foundation legend centers on the divine King Khun Borom. According to the myth, he is the son of the Spirit of Heaven (a possible allusion to China, the Celestial Kingdom), and was sent to rule the Tai people. 9 The surveying was conducted in the area of Sakonnakorn and Mukdahan province during the period from Jan. 1999 to Nov. 2000. Base on interviewed with Kaloeng`s community's leaders and by physical surveying in those areas founded that BanNongnouwn's physical feature is still preserved their features as they first settled. In contrast, the others have been changed. There are reasons why Ban-Nongnouwn still preserved their features as they first settled in 1887. Firstly, is the location of the village; it is quite far from downtown so the land price is lower than the others areas. Even though they sold their land, the advantage is not enough to buy new place to construct a new house. Secondary, Ban-Nongnouwn is located on the land that quite remains fertile land for cultivating for their own group's demands. 10 Interview to the leader of the commune and the scholars in the village during surveying in 2000 Nov. They said that their ancestor's believed the hometown was in Muang Theng and moved to the south of Laos as Muang Wang of Savannaket in Laos. Because of the war in the 19th century, their precursors were swept to Thai and formed the village in Mukdahan and Sakonnakorn. Some villages the was mixed with other Tai groups, while some moved back to Laos, such a number of villages remain their own lifestyle as they were in hometown. 11 'Don' means a slightly slope mound which is covered with forest. 'Poo ta' means the death ancestor believed as the village's protector--for peaceful and good health. Here is a place for the spiritual ritual. In case of the commune's member performed any terrible matters to someone in the village, they may be laid under a seriously awful curse so they have to admit of quilt here. This could be assumed that it is a mean to control and rule the members. 12 'Lak' means 'stay still' and 'strength' in Thai word. It is a word to call a post or pillar in Thai. A post usually made of wood, is believed to be set in the dwelling place of the guardian spirit of a village. 'Ban' means village in Thai. This post is placed in a center of the village and represented as symbol of a group of people who gathered together in one commune. 13 'Tau' means body or main part. 'Huen' means house in Northeastern Thai word.
Tau-huen is a word to call main house or main building. 14 Toilet and bathroom were introduced later. In the past time, people took a bath at river or Shan, and excreted outside dwelling. 15 'Huen Buhan' is an ordinary name for calling raised floor house that under the floor is an open space without partitions or barriers. Space under floor is used for multipurpose as weaving, sleeping place in day time, community with neighborhoods and for keeping pets. 'Buhan' is a word means old fashion, traditional style. 16 'Huen Noi' is a single pitched roof that is temporarily used for a new settlement and for a new family. Even though main structures are made of timber, walls and floors are still made of stripped woven bamboos. The house floor plan includes sleeping quarters and cooking area, which can be accessed through adjacent platform to the back of the house. Noi means small in Thai. 17 'Huen Koei' is a main house that is attached with a covered terrace (Koei) along the longitudinal side of the house. An open platform (Shan Nai) with verandah space called 'Koei' also runs along the same side of the house. 18 'Huen Samai-mai' is a word to call house type ground floor of which is enclosed with wall. It is used to call dwelling unit whose main materials of structure is reinforced concrete and brick. The word 'Samai-mai' means fashionable and modish. 19 Some one calls this 'Pai-tin', but there is no official name for this space, which is provided as transitional space. 20 The minority groups including Tai-people are sometimes are looked down in terms of their status, fashion style, lifestyle, and appearance. For this reason, quite a lot of minorities tend to modify their houses into concrete houses as their own characteristics, like cloths, fashion, language (at present, lots of minority speak Central Thai instead of their own language).
